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**ABSTRACT**

As an enormous computing power is required to get knowledge from a large volume of data, the parallel and distributed computing is highly recommended to process them. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) need as much as possible data to have high accuracy, whereas parallel processing can help us to save time in ANNs training. In this paper, exemplary parallelization of artificial neural network training by dint of Java and its native socket libraries has been implemented. During the experiments, it has been noticed that Java native socket implementation tends to have memory issues when a large amount of training datasets are involved in training. It has been remarked that exemplary parallelization of artificial neural network training cannot outperform drastically when additional nodes are introduced into the system after a certain point. This is comprehensively due to the network communication complexity in the system.

**1. Introduction**

Parallel and distributed computing are required to get knowledge from a large volume of data. Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) need to have high accuracy, whereas parallel processing can help us to save time in ANNs training. In the literature, many articles on parallelization of neural network pieces of training can be found. Some examples are given herewith. A parallelized Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) based on MapReduce computing model was introduced by Liu et al. [1]. A cascading model based classification approach was implemented to introduce fault tolerance, data replication, and load balancing. Nodes were trained for a specific class available in training dataset. As a result, a much stronger classifier could be built by the weak classifiers in the cluster. A parallelizing technique for the training of neural networks on the cluster computer was presented by Dahl et al. [2]. A full neural network was copied at each cluster node for the eight-bit parity problem. The subset of the training data in each node was randomly selected at each epoch, which is the date and time related to a computer’s clock [3]. An improvement up to a factor of 11 in terms of training time as compared to sequential training was demonstrated through the obtained results. The type of neural network problem was mentioned. A different kind of exemplary parallelization was implemented. The communication costs of the approach were analysed. But it was not recommended the node parallelism in cluster computer. A comparative study along with an own technique for the performance of exemplary parallel and node parallel strategies on a cluster computer were performed by Pethick et al. [4]. The performance of various sizes of neural networks, miscellaneous dataset sizes, and the number of processors was studied. The affirmative and the negative sides of their proposed method were discussed. The cost equation introduced in their method can be used to see which strategy is better for a given network size, dataset size, and the number of processors. Possible strategies for parallelization of neural networks were also included in their work. The test results were closely matched the
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predicted results by their theoretical cost equations. It was concluded that the most important factor for the performance of their approach was the dimension of parallelization. Some basics of multilayer feed-forward neural networks as well as back-propagation training algorithm were explained by Svozil et al. [5]. The applications of neural networks in chemistry were discussed. The training and generalization of neural networks including the standard back-propagation algorithm improvements using differential scaling strategies were reviewed. The pros and cons of the multilayer feed-forward neural networks were consulted. It was concluded that artificial neural networks should not be used without investigation of the problem as there might be some alternatives to the neural networks for complex approximation problems especially when the system is described with the set of equations. A general framework was developed by Scardapane et al. [6] to train neural networks in a distributed environment, where training data are partitioned over a set of agents that communicate with each other through a sparse, possibly time-varying, and connectivity pattern. Several typical choices for the training criterion (e.g., squared loss and cross entropy) and regularization (e.g., $L^2$-norm and sparsity inducing penalties) were included in their framework. A principled way allowing each agent to exploit a possible multi-core architecture (e.g., a local cloud) to parallelize its local optimization step was explained. An on-chip training system that utilizes back-propagation algorithm for synaptic weight update was proposed by Hasan et al. [7]. The training of the system was evaluated with some non-linearly separable datasets through detailed SPICE [8] simulations. An approach based on winner-takes-all hashing to reduce the computational cost of forward and backward propagation for large fully connected neural network layers was proposed by Bakhtiary et al. [9]. Different experiments on a dataset were carried out. It was concluded that only a small amount of computation is required to train a classification layer. A radial-basis network design that subdues some stints of using ANNs to accurately model regression problems with minimal training data was proposed by Bataineh et al. [10]. A multi-stage training process that couples an orthogonal least squares technique with gradient-based optimization was included in their design process. It was claimed that their design provides a platform for approximating potentially slow but high-fidelity computational models, and so fostering inter-model connectivity including multi-scale modeling.

Our goal is to implement exemplary parallelization of artificial neural network training. Our implementation of the algorithm has been performed with Java and its native socket libraries. Those libraries are used for the communication channel for the system. Basically, three tests have been carried out both on a single machine and on a multipurpose computer lab. First two tests on the single machine have two different datasets of 10000 samples with 10 attributes and 30000 samples with 24 attributes, respectively. Final test conducted on a multipurpose computer lab having dataset size of 130000 samples with 51 attributes. Similar outputs have been recorded from all three tests in terms of performance gain. As expected, a lesser amount of elapsed time has been recorded from a single machine tests. But the performance gain tends to stop at a certain size of a number of nodes used in the system. For example, the performance gain has not increased drastically after certain point where more than 4-6 nodes have been used in the system. Any additional node in the system has not contributed to decrease elapsed time as compared to the previous number of nodes tests after 4-6 nodes. This is due to the fact that the performance of exemplary parallelization highly relies on the performance of each node. The overall system performance even tends to decline since the communication cost of each node exceeds the performance contribution after a fixed number of nodes introduced in the system. The best results have been recorded from our experiments when the system has possessed 8-10 nodes based on the data size and the neural network size. The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. In Section 2., parallelization possibilities in training neural networks have been explained. In Section 3., the implementation of exemplary parallelization has been done. In Section 4., results from 3 different set of experiments have been reported. Section 5. concludes the paper.

2. Parallelization of Neural Network Training

The artificial neural network (ANN) is a computational simulation based on the human brain and nervous system. It can solve a wide variety of problems [4, 11, 12]. ANNs are used to model non-linear statistical data. There are many types of neural networks [11]. A multilayer perceptron is one of the most popular types of neural networks which have similar topology as shown in Fig 1 (a). In this type of neural network, neurons are organized into three layers. The first layer is called input layer, where training data examples are input. The second layer is called hidden layer, which would divide into first hidden layer, second hidden layer, etc. Figure 1 (a) shows only one hidden layer. Finally, the third layer is called output layer which holds the desired values of the system.
Each layer is (usually) fully interconnected to its adjacent layers. Multilayer perceptrons perform a functional mapping from an input vector to an output vector [4]. How do we use the optimum weights which would show the nonlinear transformations of the input vectors? The concept of BPNN can be used. The Back-Propagation (BP) algorithm was originally introduced in the 1970s, but its importance was not fully appreciated until the illustration of Rumelhart et al. [13]. In the experimental results of Rumelhart et al. [13], it has been shown that the BP algorithm can generate useful internal representations of incoming data in hidden layers of neural networks. The BP algorithm works far faster than earlier approaches to learning. Consequently, it makes possible to use neural networks to solve problems which had previously been insoluble. Nowadays, the BP algorithm be the workhorse of learning in neural networks. The BPNN is based on the function and structure of human brain or biological neurons. Those neurons can be trained with a training dataset in which output is compared with coveted output and error is propagated back to input as far as the minimal mean squared error is brought out into a perfected state. The optimized BPNN repeats a two phase cycle namely propagation and weight update. Initially, weights are chosen randomly (i.e., often small random values) and outputs are calculated. For each output of weight and the input activation are multiplied to find the gradient of the weight. A ratio (percentage) of the gradient of weight is subtracted from the weight to get a learning rate. This learning rate influences the swiftness and quality of learning. For instance, if the learning rate is greater, then the neuron training will be faster. But if the learning rate is lower, then the neuron training will be more accurate. The Listing 1 illustrates an informal high-level description of the operating principle of a stochastic gradient descent algorithm for training a three-layer network (e.g., Figure 1 (a)) without considering parallel processing.

Listing 1. Incremental gradient descent algorithm to train a three-layer neural network without parallelization

```
1 initialize neuralnetwork weights (frequently small arbitrary values) 
2 do
3 on account of each training sample named sn
4 prognosis = neuralnetworkoutput (neuralnetwork, sn) % Spread forward to get output(s)
5 realvalue = traineroutput(sn) % Get the value capable of being treated as fact
6 compute errorterm by subtracting between prognosis and realvalue at the output units
7 compute gradients of all weights from hidden layer to output layer % Using BP algorithm
8 compute gradients of all weights from input layer to hidden layer % Using BP algorithm
9 update neuralnetwork weights % Input layer is not modified by errorterm estimation
10 until all samples are classified properly or local minima on the errorterm are pledged
11 return the neuralnetwork
```

The accuracy of an ANN depends on training performance, whereas an untrained network is essentially useless. The BP algorithm is one of the most popular and outperforming training algorithms among them. The BPNN uses feed forward to generate output. It calculates the error between the output and the desired output. And then, it back-propagates the error to neurons to adjust the weights and biases based on the calculation. Regardless of the algorithm is used; the training can be performed in either online or in batch. In online training, the errors are back-propagated after each training sample is processed. As a result, new weights are used to get an output of the
next set of training sample. In batch training, the errors are accumulated until the training dataset is completely processed. The error BP occurs at the end of each iteration (epoch) of the complete dataset. Both online and batch training outperforms each other in certain cases. So it is not critically taken as big a performance factor. The ANN pieces of training are highly suitable for parallelization in many aspects due to its nature and structure. During the neural network training and evaluation of each node in large networks can take an incredibly long time. Nevertheless, computations for each node are generally independent of all other nodes which provide huge parallelization possibility for a training of neural networks. In each step of training a neural network, one can see that the independent calculations are highly in parallel. Nordstrom et al. [12] defined the following strategies to parallelize a neural network efficiently.

- Training Session Parallelism: Training dataset is divided into subsets and trained in parallel at each node of the cluster seeking for the best result.
- Exemplar Parallelism: Training dataset is divided into subsets. Errors are combined. Updated weights are distributed for each epoch in the cluster.
- Node Parallelism: It is also called neuron parallelism where each node in the cluster is responsible for calculating the activation of a single neuron. It is not practical and has no advantages.
- Weight Parallelism: The inputs from each synapse are calculated in parallel for each node and the net input is summed via defined communication channel. This level of parallelism is also not practical for cluster computer.

3. Implementation of Exemplar Parallelism

We are more interested in exemplar parallelism algorithm as it takes advantages over its alternatives e.g., training session parallelism, node parallelism, and weight parallelism. In this section, we have discussed the key algorithm of exemplar parallelism followed by its implementation difficulties and our implementation strategy.

3.1. Algorithm parallelization

The training of ANN is highly suitable for parallelization in many aspects. In this method, prepared neural network topology and the initial weights are sent to all available slave nodes by the master node. The master node is responsible for message coordination among slave nodes. Figure 1 (b) depicts the pattern of Master-Slave. This pattern can be implemented via classical Java spaces write/take operations to perform parallel processing. For example, Figure 2 designs a possible architecture of the Master-Slave in Figure 1 (b) via standard Java spaces write/take operations to execute parallel processing. The Master-Slave pattern in Figure 2 makes sure that the system is scalable and the Java space layer does not act as a bottleneck. This pattern allows the master node to bring into existence a job. The job be a list of request objects. All the request objects are written into the Java space and with no time intervening a take operation is executed on the result objects. Each request object has an execute process. The slaves perform a continuous take process on the request objects. As soon as a request object is consumed, its execute process is called and a result object is written back into the Java space. The master node consumes those incoming result objects. Heretofore, the amount of result objects consumed by the master node for the relevant job matches the amount of request objects; the job execution has been successfully completed. The master node updates the final weights and broadcasts the values to slave nodes.

3.2. Implementation difficulties

Initially, all nodes have a local copy of the original training dataset. The subset range is calculated by the master node and sent to slave nodes along with the initiated neural network model. Once the training is started each node completes 1 epoch of its subset of the training data and sends back the accumulated errors calculated by the BP algorithm. When all nodes complete 1 epoch, the master node updates the final weight and broadcasts the new values. Accordingly, all nodes carry on the next epoch with these new weight values. This algorithm is implemented in Java with native socket programming. Message communication is done with shared objects in the network. The message object holds the neural network model and other necessary values for the operations. During the implementation the following difficulties are noticed:
Figure 2. A possible design of the Master-Slave in Figure 1 (b) via standard Java spaces write/take operations to do parallel processing. Each slave machine is configured as 4-Core having 3.20 GHz CPU with 8 GB RAM.

- Sharing objects with sockets requires sent an object to be updated without back-referenced by the open sockets. To accomplish this, established stream between nodes needs to be reset at every communication attempt which causes latency in overall communication or unshared objects (another type of object stream) must be used.

- Unshared object stream may require a large amount of memory since a new object is always created for the stream. When communication needs to be kept alive for a long time, or object holds a big amount of data, this can be a problem but eventually, it ensures that all sent objects are not referenced and actually delivered with the updated values. In whatever manner, there is a final obstacle with this type of communication. Unshared objects are only shallow-copied and child object values are not updated by the object stream in the beginning of every message sending operation. On that account, the message object needs to be deep-copied (or cloned) to get child objects and their primitive type variables to be updated before getting streamed to the network.

### 3.3. Our implementation

We have chosen the communication type of unshared object stream as it is complexity free and its implementation is relatively less sophisticated. At the beginning of implementation, we assumed that if we would take the time as a performance measure, then the above algorithm will not directly be affected by Java native socket implementation. Our assumption is a true proposition, as its proof can be inferred from the section of experimental results, where both experimental and theoretical results indicate the same behavior of the system. However, there is also third party socket library which claims to be faster and much more efficient than the Java native sockets [14]. Another approach is also Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) which is also based on native Java sockets allowing remote methods calls. Notwithstanding, Java native sockets are competitive enough for our purpose. As a matter of fact, it is outperforming the RMI in the study of Eggen et al. [15].
Table 1. Obtained data for performance gain from the first two experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Different Experiments</th>
<th>Number of Nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000 samples with 10 attributes</td>
<td>194.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30000 samples with 24 attributes</td>
<td>221.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Performance gain in terms of elapsed time in seconds for the first two experiments.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Experimental setup

Basically, we have performed three experiments. First two of them were accomplished on a computer of 8-Core CPUs at 3.50 GHz with 16 GB RAM. Exemplar parallelization was used for neural network training. The performance gain was measured in terms of elapsed time at each experiment. The third experiment was done in a regular computer lab. Computers were identical in terms of CPUs and RAM. Each computer had 4-Core CPUs at 3.20 GHz with 8 GB RAM.

4.2. Performance of first two experiments

Table 1 shows the performance gain of the socket implementation of the neural network training with elapsed time in seconds for 1000 epochs. Figure 3 displays the graphical representation of the performance gain in terms of elapsed time in seconds for the first two experiments. For the first experiment, as training dataset we considered 10000 samples with 10 attributes. Six nodes implementation of the algorithm performed best. More than 6 nodes did not perform well. In fact, it causes performance degradation. At this point, we are not interested in neural network accuracy as we are testing the training session operation performance in terms of elapsed time. The second experiment, as training dataset we deemed as 30000 samples with 24 attributes, which gave similar results. The best score was achieved at 8 nodes. The training dataset was relatively big and after 8 nodes, there
Table 2. Obtained data for performance gain from the third experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Nodes</th>
<th>1-Copy Elapsed time in seconds</th>
<th>2-Copy Elapsed time in seconds</th>
<th>3-Copy Elapsed time in seconds</th>
<th>4-Copy Elapsed time in seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3042.16</td>
<td>1630.16</td>
<td>1145.51</td>
<td>901.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1678.98</td>
<td>873.07</td>
<td>681.67</td>
<td>587.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1258.23</td>
<td>676.63</td>
<td>560.85</td>
<td>537.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>964.65</td>
<td>592.99</td>
<td>539.86</td>
<td>555.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>787.86</td>
<td>566.62</td>
<td>551.85</td>
<td>607.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>680.32</td>
<td>542.34</td>
<td>577.81</td>
<td>675.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>624.97</td>
<td>556.84</td>
<td>648.98</td>
<td>856.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>591.72</td>
<td>588.09</td>
<td>718.89</td>
<td>886.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

was no performance gain. The total task load at each node is the main indicator for a number of nodes where the system performs the best. The amount of task load difference is the main factor when we introduce more nodes into the system. If the task load is relatively small, the overall performance will not increase compared to current one. The system performance is improved up to 4 nodes in a radical manner. There is no significant performance gain with 4 to 8 nodes and more than 8 nodes; the overall system performance starts to decrease.

4.3. Performance of the third experiment

The third test was carried out on a multipurpose computer lab and 4-copy of the system was deployed at each node during the experiment. The recorded results of 1-node with 2-copy and 2-node with 1-copy were relatively similar. The 3-node with 2-copy and 6-node with 1-copy also performed the same. This relation has been shown in Table 2 and Figure 4. The best results are between 4-5 nodes with a 3-4 copies. This is the ideal number of nodes with copies specific to the training data used in this experiment. Table 2 displays the obtained data for performance gain deeming the socket implementation of the neural network training with elapsed time in seconds for 1000 epochs. In addition, previous tests, 1 – 4 copy of the system is also deployed at each node. Training dataset has 130000 samples with 51 attributes. Figure 4 depicts graphically the performance gain in terms of elapsed time in seconds. It is inevitable that exemplary parallelization of a neural network training will not outperform drastically when new nodes are added into the system after a fixed point. In fact, it will bring more complexity and latency in the communication layer of the system. It will cause performance degradation.

4.4. Performance of theoretical view point

Figure 5 demonstrates the total amount of a task load per node when new nodes are introduced to the system. The performance gain hints both theoretical and ideal situation where communication is immediate. It is also a fair indication of possible performance improvement in terms of elapsed time in exemplary parallelization of neural network pieces of training when new nodes are added to the system. The foremost factor in identifying the best number of nodes to be used in the system is the amount of task assigned to each node in the system. If the difference is not respectively big enough, there is a high possibility that the overall system performance will not be improved and possible performance degradation will occur.

4.5. Our finding

In exemplary parallelization of artificial neural network pieces of training, the single node performance seems to be a major indicator of overall performance in terms of speed and elapsed time during the training. Henceforth, the overall system performance stops improving at a certain point where the contribution of new nodes to the overall performance is less than the additional communication cost brought by these new nodes. Figure 5 makes clear and visible the theoretical behaviour of this idea. Both single machine and multipurpose laboratory tests tend to give an exhibition of similar results in terms of performance gain and network behaviour. In terms of elapsed time, single machine tests provided better results which are expected. During the experiments, it was observed that Java native socket implementation tends to have memory issues when a large amount of training
Third experiment deeming various nodes and copies with 130000 samples & 51 attributes

![Graph showing performance gain](image)

Figure 4. Performance gain in terms of elapsed time in seconds using various nodes and copies with training data size of 130000 samples as well as 51 attributes.

datasets are engaged the interest of training.

### 4.6. Future work

The current implementation of this study could be improved in terms of elapsed time during the training by using third party libraries available for Java socket programming such as Java Fast Sockets (JFS) [14]. Furthermore, object streaming method for communication which involves serialization can be improved by replacing serialization with other approaches e.g., GSON and XML data formats. The object used for the overall communication holds the overall neural network model and for exemplary parallelization, it is redundant for weight updates. Only the necessary values (errors calculated by a back-propagation algorithm for each weight) can be shared. Consequently, the message size could be reduced which can contribute to communication time. Another approach is Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) which is also based on Java Sockets with a higher level of abstraction management. Besides the overall approaches, implementation in other languages such as C, C++, and C# might give better results in terms of elapsed time during the pieces of training. Yet performance graph would not change due to exemplary parallelization nature. Future implementation of this study will introduce the same implemented model to be clustered where multiple master nodes with nodes form similar model in a multilevel implementation depending on the size of the available number of nodes in the computer network. Miscellaneous statistical tests [16], accuracy [17], and the area under the receiver operating characteristic curves [18] would be analyzed in the long run.

### 5. Conclusion

Parallelization methods for artificial neural network pieces of training were reviewed and exemplary parallelization was implemented with Java native socket programming. Overall experiments were conducted on a standalone computer as well as a multipurpose computer lab. The experimental results of local computer and computer lab were similar to each other. But a lesser amount of elapsed time was recorded from the single machine tests. Due to the nature of complexity and overhead in the communication, during experiments the system performed
as expected up to a certain number of nodes. The performance gain did not increase drastically after that number of nodes. Experimental best results were recorded when the system possessed 8-10 nodes depending on the data size and the neural network size. In the process of artificial neural network training with exemplary parallelization, the performance of single node played a vital role for the overall system performance in terms of speed and elapsed time. During the experiments, it was observed that Java native socket implementation tends to have memory issues when a large amount of training datasets are contained as a part of training. Future study would include the same implemented model with multiple master nodes with nodes form similar model in a multilevel implementation depending on the size of the available number of nodes in the computer network.
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